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Municipal Research | Sector Focus: Higher Education 

Back to School  

 

Key Considerations: 

▪ The COVID-19 pandemic has altered the credit landscape in Higher 

Education – negatively impacting enrollment, tuition and utilization-

based revenues, and, in some cases, relaxing selectivity. 

▪ While buoyed, in part, by federal dollars given directly to institutions 

of higher education via the CARES Act and American Recovery Plan, a 

return to structural budgetary balance could prove difficult for some 

colleges and universities. 

▪ Additional pressures stem from already elevated tuition levels, a weak 

or declining value proposition, fears over rising student loan levels, 

and expectations of increasing competition for a smaller cohort of 

high school graduates attributable to the Great Recession’s “birth 

dearth”. 

▪ However, certain credits within this space have proved resilient – 

managing to maintain selectivity, a stable revenue base, and favorable 

metrics underpinning a solid credit footing – and can provide investors 

with a compelling relative-value investment thesis. 

▪ Given the aforementioned headwinds, thorough and independent 

credit research has become critically important for municipal bond 

investors looking for opportunities within the Higher Education 

sector. 

 

Headwinds Exacerbated by Pandemic 

College instruction has looked drastically different over the past few semesters, as virtually every institution of 

higher learning went to fully remote learning before slowly bringing back a hybrid model, and ultimately 

positioning themselves for a full return to normal by this fall. The prospect of no in-person instruction during 

this time period accelerated a declining enrollment trend at U.S. universities – from 2009 to 2019, total 

undergraduate enrollment in degree-granting postsecondary institutions averaged a decline of 0.5% per yeari. 

Comparing fall 2019 to fall 2020 alone, enrollment fell by 3.6%ii. Additionally, international students studying at 

U.S. institutions, who tend to come from more affluent backgrounds and pay the full cost of tuition, dropped 

precipitously as international travel restrictions took hold. A fall 2020 survey from the Institute of International 

Education found that total international enrollment at US colleges and universities fell by about 16% between 

fall 2019 and fall 2020, whereas new international enrollments were down 43% on the yeariii. 

The decline in tuition revenue was not the only budget crunch induced by the COVID-19 pandemic. To varying 

degrees, all schools are additionally reliant on auxiliary revenue to fund their spending plans – this comes in the 
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form of utilization-based activities such as housing, dining, leasing, events, and bookstore sales. With fewer 

students on campus, limited visitors, and a dearth of summer activities, these revenue streams were decimated 

well beyond that of tuition. For those schools more reliant on these revenue sources, the financial consequences 

proved more severe. 

Longer-term headwinds exist as well. The total number of U.S. high school graduates is expected to peak at 

around 3.93 million in 2025, before beginning to decline fairly precipitously as a result of the “birth dearth” 

realized in the midst of the Great Recessioniv. Additionally, the nationwide focus on rising tuitions and elevated 

student debt levels have led many would-be attendees to consider the costs and benefits of higher education 

more seriously. These two factors could combine to shrink the potential attendee pool for which higher 

education institutions compete.  

Despite these complications, we believe that there lies selective opportunity within the higher education space. 

As credit outcomes within the sector continue their bifurcation, we believe that value exists in being discerning 

when investing in the lower end of the credit spectrum within the sector. 

A Tale of Two Colleges 

The higher education sector has long been trending towards bifurcated credit outcomes. On one end of the 

spectrum lie the elite private institutions and well-respected, large state institutions. Quality of education, return 

on investment, and name recognition of these colleges and universities have led to a continued stream of eager 

high schoolers knocking on their doors each year seeking admission. With strong demand, and elevated 

selectivity, many of these providers have been granted a significant pricing power advantage. The Ivy Leagues 

and similarly esteemed institutions will continue to enjoy flexibility in what they charge students while 

maintaining a market of students and parents happily willing to pay. Elsewhere, this strata of colleges and 

universities continue to enjoy strong alumni donation support, and, in the case of public schools, flat to 

improving higher education funding from their respective states. These factors have combined to provide a 

stable to improving credit environment for institutions on the upper end of the credit quality spectrum. 

On the other end of the spectrum, smaller, private, and less prestigious colleges have struggled. While the name-

brand private schools benefit from broad demand inelasticity, less-known institutions are often seen as an 

inferior good. The national reckoning with high levels of student debt has led many degree-seekers to question 

the wisdom of paying sticker-level private institution price for a school where the alumni’s median starting salary 

is less than the annual tuition cost. Many of these smaller schools have seen demand sag as a result, and those 

with already-high acceptance rates have little room to adjust their selectivity criteria without compromising the 

quality of student they seek to attract. In certain cases, high fixed costs have contributed to an inability to adjust, 

and therefore compete on, price. This combination of declining enrollment and declining quality of students 

have led certain schools to take on aggressive cost-cutting, asset sales, mergers, or, in the most extreme of cases, 

closures and liquidations.  

Despite this contrast, we believe there exists value for municipal investors to selectively add exposure to lower-

rated, private institutions. The value simply does not exist under current market conditions for AA and AAA-

rated schools, and likely has not for some time. However, we believe that being patient and selective in targeting 

A- to BBB-rated higher education names is an effective way to add carry and alpha to a portfolio. At CIM, we 

seek to target those lower-rated schools with more stable enrollment, acceptance, and pricing regimes that 

might otherwise trade wider by virtue of being a relatively unknown private institution. 
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Diversifying Educational Offerings 

The decline in undergraduate enrollment has been persistent and accelerated by the pandemic. However, a 

similar trend does not necessarily exist for postgraduate education. Between fall 2009 and fall 2019, 

postbaccalaureate enrollment at US institutions increased by 8%. Even with the pandemic, graduate enrollment 

increased by 2.9% in fall 2020 alone. For those smaller, less-heralded schools which field substantial graduate 

programs, this served as a lifeline to insulate the school from enrollment declines. Of course, the increase in 

graduate students was not seen at every school, but for those that have well-regarded, professional-focused 

postbaccalaureate offerings have a credit advantage, in our view.  

A similar benefit might be gained by focusing undergraduate offerings on in-demand skills and experiences. 

Some smaller private institutions have a focus on, or are seeking to expand into, more practical majors such as 

engineering, business, or healthcare-related offerings. While simply launching an undergraduate business or 

engineering school isn’t a catch-all cure, those institutions that have respected programs in these fields could be 

at a competitive advantage to those that double down on a strictly liberal arts curriculum when presenting their 

value proposition to prospective students.  

Quantity or Quality? 

An easy band-aid to declining enrollment might simply be to accept more students. While this might provide 

some near-term boost in tuition revenue, the longer-term drawbacks are apparent. By allowing a larger 

percentage of applicants in, in theory a school dilutes the quality of its students and the corresponding value of 

the degrees it grants. Of course, admission factors are complex, and a marginal boost in acceptance as a one-

time solution doesn’t necessarily spell doom. Schools that have a higher acceptance rate to begin with generally 

have less flexibility on this maneuver – after all, you can’t accept more than 100% of applicants. On the flip side, 

a more selective school that raises its acceptance in conjunction with targeted recruitment strategies might be 

better positioned than a less selective school that raises acceptance rates as a last-ditch effort to generate tuition 

revenue.  

Another area which bears monitoring to analyze a lower-rated school’s recruitment effectiveness is the 

matriculation rate. An increasing acceptance rate with a declining matriculation rate is particularly concerning, 

but a stable to improving matriculation rate might imply that a school is seeing return on its investment in the 

recruiting process and could primed for longer-term stability in tuition revenues.  

Internal and External Financial Lifelines  

All colleges and universities faced some negative impacts as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. For those that 

ended the lockdowns with strong financial health and liquidity, minor belt tightening was all that was required 

to withstand the downturn. For weaker names, the revenue declines presented more serious challenges. 

However, a number of federal aid programs helped to mitigate some of these challenges, particularly for weaker 

schools.  

Roughly $31B in federal dollars were given directly to institutions of higher education via the CARES Act, 

established under a fund known as the Higher Education Emergency Recovery Fund I (HEERF I). The December 

stimulus package granted another $88B to these institutions (HEERF II) and the American Recovery Plan granted 

yet another $76B. Approximately half of these funds are granted directly to institutions, with the balance going 

towards student aidv. Many smaller, private schools were reliant on these funds in order to remain operationally 

positive for both FY 2020 and FY 2021.  

Additionally, endowment funds often provided some additional liquidity for smaller institutions. Those with 

strong endowment figures were better positioned than others to up the board-approved spending policy for FY 
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2020 and 2021 to help further insulate the institution from revenue declines. Of course, this is not necessarily a 

long-term sustainable spending policy, but it does highlight an additional layer of liquidity that some smaller 

colleges are able to tap without utilizing deficit financing.  

Closing Thoughts 

It has become increasingly challenging for even sophisticated investors to purchase individual bonds given public 

rating and subsequent price volatility. A credit-driven municipal market remains a relatively new concept, as the 

market was largely commoditized by AAA monoline insurers through 2007. Given the continued uncertainty 

around agency ratings, combined with an ever-increasing focus on credit risk in a time of sequestration and 

federal and state funding changes, we believe that the case for thorough, consistent, and independent credit 

research is compelling. 

During the ongoing period of fiscal strain, we believe that colleges and universities will be increasingly called 

upon to make difficult decisions to maintain investment-grade credit characteristics. We continue to believe that 

defaults will remain very low and, though the potential for school mergers and closings – especially among non-

rated and below investment grade schools – will continue.  

However, the opportunity costs of avoiding Higher Education credits altogether may be substantial and 

unwarranted. Appropriate and early monitoring of these credits provides investors with the ability to be 

proactive, rather than reactive, and to take advantage of potentially attractive investment opportunities. 

Thorough credit research and monitoring have never been more important and relevant than in today’s 

municipal market. 
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve 
varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment 
strategy, or product made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter (article), will be profitable, equal any 
corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including 
changing market conditions, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should 
not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter (article) serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute 
for, personalized investment advice from Clinton Investment Management, LLC. To the extent that a reader has any 
questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is 
encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. Please consult with an investment professional 
before making any investment using content or implied content from any investment manager. advice from Clinton 
Investment Management, LLC. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees 
is available for review upon request. 

 
 
 

 

 


